The College has officially decided to oust Aramark due to endless complaints from students about the quality of food. The new dining contract with the College has been signed on April 1, 2015 with Squirrelmark. CEO of Squirrelmark, Mark Squire, is passionate about cooking and bringing his best work to hungry college students.

"College students are at a very exciting yet confusing turning point in their lives. They’re paying thousands of dollars for a service and get incredibly happy when that service gets cancelled. Their creativity is utilized in the most fascinating ways: turning text white to up the word count on electronically submitted papers, doing eight hours of work in thirty minutes. They certainly deserve a good meal or two.” Squire emphasized honesty and trustworthiness in conducting business.

“I’m going to be straightforward with you: yes, there will be bloody meat and some flies on the spinach, on some occasions. We make mistakes, but we own up to them, rather than not respond to incidents or just pretend like they never happened. So, yeah, that was a disclaimer to you students ahead of time. Don’t sue us. We only have a few nuts, anyways.”

Squirrelmark is a small, family-owned and operated business from the Lake Forest area. They focus on working with nearby farms to buy fresh, locally grown fruits and vegetables.

"As a small company, it’s hard to compete with a huge corporation like Aramark,” said Squire. “But we are grateful that we got this contract with Lake Forest College.”

Aramark brought in close to $15 billion in revenue last year.

Over twenty percent of the students are already looking into transferring to other schools with wet campuses minutes after the announcement.

“If a student of any age is found to be drinking, their elevator rights will be taken away. No more being incredibly lazy and taking the elevator to the third floor of Young, or taking an elevator when they are too inebriated to walk. We will find and punish offenders,” a particularly salty public safety officer reports.
LFC goes dry
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Aramark's job is to clean the schools…They will either live up to the corporation a $260 million contract to provide business services in addition to foodservices.

Aramark has been accused of firing employees who reported unsanitary food conditions, not paying their employees for all hours worked, and getting rid of employees who filed Equal Employment Opportunity Commission claims.

A portion of Aramark’s business comes from selling food in state prisons. In 2009, a Kentucky prison riot was started due to the low quality of food fed to prisoners.

A Pulizer Prize winning journalist, Eric J. Foss, their CEO, has a salary of over $8 million a year.

Eric J. Foss, their CEO, has found several cases of substandard and spoiled food to be the cause of many illnesses in New Jersey’s Burlington County Jail. Maggots have also been found at multiple state prisons’ cafeteria food. Aramark is also partnered with over five hundred school districts nationwide.

The corporation provides janitorial services in addition to foodservices. Chicago Public Schools pay Aramark to run their food service and recently gave the corporation a $260 million contract to privatize CPS’ janitorial services. Many have complained that Aramark is doing a worse job of cleaning schools than CPS janitors.

“Aramark’s job is to clean the schools…They will either live up to that contract or they can clean out their desks,” said Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel in response to the criticisms.

“We’re looking forward to working with a company that practices business ethics and moral labor practices,” said a member of the College’s administration.

Disclaimer: Sorry for getting your hopes up, but April Fool’s Day! The information regarding Aramark’s business practices with state prisons and CPS is true. And yes, Mayor Emanuel did actually say that.

Squirrelmark
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The Chive should move to a daily format

The Chive has decided – against much nayaying – that the best way to meet campus needs is to become a daily paper. While the monthly (previously, weekly) format has caused enough stress within our publication, The Chive editorial board has decided to try the daily format despite the obvious new challenges of finding enough news to cover each day. The editorial board is convinced that the College can support a daily.

Lake Forest College Can Support a Daily: While the large number of journalism-interested students, the College has a slew of writers who are willing to contribute for the love of inquiry. In fact, a recent survey reported 86.3 percent of Lake Forest College students who do not write for the newspaper said that they wished they could write or work for the newspaper. If everyone that wanted to was able to work for the newspaper, a rotating schedule could be instituted where the paper publishes daily, while each editor only has a weekly commitment.

There are also plenty of stories that are not being covered. There are over 1,500 (previously, 1,300) students who would love to discuss their suburban angst. There are hundreds of faculty and staff who would be willing to be covered. Issues that never see the light of day could be followed daily: how many people show up to Dean Flo’s (previously, Dean Tyler) office hours, who got trashed at the party in the apartments last Friday, what is the latest with the Student Government Constitution (previously, Student Bill of Rights). The truth is, as a monthly paper, The Chive cannot produce the high quality content this campus deserves. Imagine a Chive every single day, so stud ents could see who got written up the night before. This campus is just oozing with stories, and the monthly publication cannot do it justice.

The Role of a College Newspaper: Who said that this paper was pressed to the wall to get people to write? Who said there aren’t enough people involved in the process of the newspaper? And why does this thought always seem to permeate throughout the collegiate system: this campus doesn’t have enough news. The truth is, if The Chive were a daily, all the problems of finding stories would not be a problem, as it would inundate campus. The role of a newspaper – first and foremost – is to educate the student body, and without the daily exposure, how are students able to be educated? Oh, so when The Chive stops publishing for a month because of Spring Break and the April Fools Edition, no news happens and no opinions arise? The editorial board finds it laughable that a monthly can adequately respond to the needs of students: know what’s going on.

Institutional Support: Obviously, the hard workers of the newspaper will need funding to carry out this task. First of all, The Chive will need to see a seven-fold increase of its publication budget to rival that of the SPARK team (previously, the e-Team). Next, it will need to have an expanded Mac lab (previously, a rotating set of computers) that can handle the stress of daily publication. Finally, The Chive needs President Schutt and Dean Floet to write in the paper every day without fail to keep all the students updated. Even if it is about their personal habits, The Chive requires at least 600 words a day from top administrators, because at a small school, the students need to know the top-dogs inside and out—not just what they do, but how they do it.

Whenever something controversial comes up, or if there is a misprint, the Stentor staff asks that the administrators show a blind eye. It is tough on the staff when they hear too much criticism, and a way to quell that is by removing any institutional insight and input. The paper cannot publish if people are criticizing it—it’s just too difficult. Think about dissent: all the great thinkers like Stalin or Adams think that subversion must be stopped.

Solving all the problems on this campus will be difficult, but by exposing everything and everybody on campus in the daily editions of The Chive, the editorial board is convinced that all the wrongs will be righted. Our institutional support is needed, and the campus has the people to make this effort happen: the question is if it has the will.
Meninists: the defenders of men’s rights everywhere

F or too long, the only men’s rights that have taken place on the campus have been the short end of gender roles. Now there is a movement on its way, called meninism—fighting for the equal rights of men.

This is not a new program or movement, but it is one that is currently being developed in the global community. Men are often treated in a way that is different from women. They are often the victims of sexual violence and harassment, and in some cases, they are even treated as objects.

Meninists are fighting for their rights, and they are demanding that their voices are heard. They are demanding equality between both genders.

Why do girls always go for the asshole? Why can’t they go for the nice guy just one time?

Asians: Widen your small eyes and read this!

Asians are in full support of the change with gusto. “People really don’t seem to give a shit what country we are from. I’m who I am and I’m tired of all the bullshit,” said Heather Zhu ’15.

Res Life takes vandalism in Moore seriously

Despite that Lake Forest is a seemingly average school, it is an everlasting effect on its students. “I have high hopes for my future,” Smith said. “I think I made the right life decision coming to Lake Forest College.”

Lake Forest College will get you into any grad school you want

Many students have expressed their desire to get into Ivy League schools. “I honestly owe everything to my professors at Lake Forest College and the CAC.” Miller said. “I was never the best student and I never believed I could make it into the best program in the country, but Lake Forest with all its money and connections made it happen.”

Lake Forest College will get you into any grad school you want

Lake Forest College is taking drastic measures by increasing the security in and around the building. “It is currently the time for me to show up for my future,” said sophomore Alex Rider.

Upcoming Times Talks for the fall 2015 semester include conversations about the bombings in Paris, Hurri-
Rowling, JK comes to Lake Forest College

BRANDYN AUSCH '16
ausschb@lakeforest.edu

F amous British author of the widely recognized Harry Potter series J.K. Rowling has decided to come to Lake Forest College in an interactive workshop that the English Department at the College has prepared for Wednesday, April 1. J.K. Rowling plans on reading an excerpt of her latest novel.

The event is comprised of a variety of activities, bringing together different writers and publishers from publishing houses that represent the unique culture of the Chicago area. In honor of Rowling, the event will add a dash of European culture. The event contains Shakespearean performances, dramatic readings, and a taste of traditional English food for refreshments.

The event also attempts to reunite students with the dynamic world of English literature and the community of authors and publishers. Wednesday, April 1 could serve as a life-changing opportunity where students can get involved with the publishing atmosphere and network with people who could possibly offer internships in their publishing houses or professional writing institutions. In fact, many Lake Forest College students have participated in internships as a result of networking at similar events.

Many students have shown genuine interest for the event, which will take place in the Center for Chicago Programs, and have cancelled all the plans they have for this upcoming Wednesday to enjoy the fantastic event the English Department has been anticipating.

"Oh my God, I am so excited for this event! She is the famous writer that everyone talks about, but no one really sees. I am really interested in the reading that she’s presenting on April 1. I wonder if it is going to be Harry Potter or her newest novel. I would definitely recommend everyone to come to the event and have some really nice food while being entertained" Nonelle L. ’18 said.

Other students have not shown great excitement about the featured reader and the event itself, but have found it as an opportunity to learn about someone who has had success in the field, while also doing what she loves.

"I wouldn’t go to the event just because of the writing thing, but I am interested in her career. It’s definitely a plus to go to an event featuring someone who has a successful career doing what she loves" GiseonTHE Be’18 said.

The English Department has held many fabulous events; however, the department expects this night to be one of the most celebrated events in the college’s history.

Due to cold weather, long walks, and naps, more students decide against the gym

BRANDYN AUSCH '16
PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICER
ausschb@lakeforest.edu

Ashley Garver ‘16 is seriously considering making the trek from North Campus to the Sports and Recreation Center, but is thinking twice about going to the gym because of the cold weather.

“I’m just so bogged down with work, I know I have to stop working, I’ll have to shower afterward, but I don’t like to shower at night,” said Garver while pacing the room, once again reflecting on her options.

Pausing and staring out her dorm window at students playing catch on the quad, she let out a groan of despair. Garver, like many students, frequently debates about whether or not to go to the gym, but is usually won over by lack of enthusiasm for exercise and love of the comfort of her bed.

“My bed is just so warm, and it’s always been there for me through thick and thin,” said Garver.

In the far corner of the dorm room, her boyfriend, Sam Froiland ‘16, let his face fall into his palms, waiting for her to make up her mind as he had been waiting on her answer for over an hour. Froiland can often be found at the gym and needs much less motivation to leave his dorm than Garver.

“He is like every girl in the world when it comes to exercise. He’s always been a mover and shaker,” Garver said.

Garver’s final decision.

To be honest, her indecisiveness is sometimes a blessing. Garver has been putting pressure on our relationship lately, because it really should be a yes-or-no answer. It’s really only about the gym too, she’s always willing to do other things, but I can’t seem to make her enjoy working out.”

Garver allegedly exercises on occasion. However, when asked about her gym attendance at the Sports and Recreation Center, they claimed to not have any record of her. “I swear that I’ve gone there at least six times this semester,” she protested.

The press waits with baited breath to hear Garver’s final decision.

Announcement:

LFC Football to become Division I sport

The “Tradition of Excellence” for Lake Forest football is about to face the ultimate challenge. Following the team’s 4-6 record this season, the new Division III team is stepping up to face Division I college football in the fall of 2015.

"You've got to be kidding me," one football player exclaimed in disbelief when the College in the news.

"That’s hilarious (laughs). Wait you’re actually serious? Lord help us all," sophomore Grayson Cassaday said. "I can see you in the weight room now!"

No other players were available for comment, as they had all passed out. Despite his players’ fear, head coach Jim Catanzaro is excited. "We may not have had the most thrilling season, but I think we are ready for the challenge. Facing Division I teams is going to be exciting, and I’m sure our team will continue coaching them up for that challenge. Facing Division I teams will be a test of our skills and our ability to handle the pressure."
"I don't just want to set the standard. Before joining Lake Forest College, Andrews said. "This spring, the team is looking forward to a fresh beginning with an assistant who is bringing a great deal of sparkle not only to the team, but to the school in general."

Andrews was born and raised on the north side of Chicago, where he was an assistant for the men's soccer team at Moody Bible Institute, where he named a two-time All-American, and played years. "This is the best option that the school chose," said team member (Andrews). He already knows the past experiences with us, so that we are sure that he will bring to the team, but to the school in general."

"The reality that this spring, the team is looking forward to a fresh beginning with an assistant who is bringing a great deal of sparkle not only to the team, but to the school in general."

"The men's soccer team looks to be a nationally competitive team. The nice thing about being a senior youth director of coaching Bartlett, Illinois and holds a United Stentor" Athletic Association National Championship title. Andrews said. "This spring, the team is looking forward to a fresh beginning with an assistant who is bringing a great deal of sparkle not only to the team, but to the school in general."

"The men's soccer team looks to be a nationally competitive team. The nice thing about being a senior youth director of coaching Bartlett, Illinois and holds a United Stentor" Athletic Association National Championship title.

"The men's soccer team looks to be a nationally competitive team. The nice thing about being a senior youth director of coaching Bartlett, Illinois and holds a United Stentor" Athletic Association National Championship title.
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Burt has begun to work with the and create. Entanglement's they can invent, build, develop, College students to take advantage of this opportunity and see what motto, "You may be the smartest open in early May of this year. The incubator is expected to here, but you may not be the smartest there" reflects just that. incubator to promote his project. course credit for working in the Career Advancement Center and Lake Forest College professors Residents of that will pay a fee that will students can join free of selected, sharing of charge. to join the incubator. reflect a "free ideas" amongst the surrounding incubator. area are also Burt wants the incubator. Burt believes that this is his way of a bar for students of age. He also hopes to keep students Interested students will go to give back to the community. creative processes, and even room to stimulate students' build "an economy of ideas." He expressed his desire to become part of Entanglement's network and community. If can bring their business ideas to the incubator and also have the option of hiring students for their growing businesses. that have the skills they need through a screening process, based selected.

Lake Forest College students Jacob Gilman '17 and Charles Black him to design Entanglement. where students can work. Lake to work. There are plans to build an applications lab and a science lab into a modern, creative space designed by students for students money and pay down their debt.

20,000-square-foot warehouse spaces, and walls that will change garden on the roof, glass office the incubator would run off of solar on building a future, it's going to build business models and plans. Burt has plans to buy drones for students to study and dreams to see future Paul Burt has big make Forest resident

You can be the smartest here, but you may not be the smartest there. Stentor

An incubator comes to Lake Forest, offering talented LFC students the opportunity to create ideas and start their own businesses.

Incentivize Americans, especially saveup.com, a free financial management site and app that uses prizes to pursue these ideas. However, in Entanglement, students sometimes have innovative ideas that could lead to inventions. However, the means to help students obtain the resources they require. He seeks to attract to develop their goals, and he is beginning with incubator—a business that helps generations achieve their model or invention.

As the Gates Center begins to look at its future without 
director of the Gates Center Pat Doggett said. "While

"[Dlugokienski] is leaving the Gates Center in a really great place, set up well for future success," Assistant his shoes will be big to fill, his successor will certainly be in great starting position due to [Dlugokienski's] hard work and commitment to excellence. [The Gates that he provided to our staff on a daily basis."

Each event and program came for a student needs over the last four years," Dlugokienski said. However, the Center is still confident that they will be able to continue serving the campus community. Dlugokienski, it is clear that his absence will not go unnoticed. However, the Center is still confident that they will be able to continue serving the campus community. Dlugokienski, it is clear that his absence will not go unnoticed. However, the Center is still confident that they will be able to continue serving the campus community. Dlugokienski, it is clear that his absence will not go unnoticed. However, the Center is still confident that they will be able to continue serving the campus community.

"For a lack of

Burt, on the other hand, has continued from page 16

Continued on page 16
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Whether that was the what they really want. Student feedback. hear from students on has continually made for an administrator that's really exciting which students can said. “This campus has addition of Forester Five signature of Service, the CORE Retreats, the development of new programming like the Mohr at Midnight series, the honors society, Alpha Tau Omega [the Gates Center] created [during that time],” Dlugokienski said. “I hope that the new positions that would in bringing many new initiatives, finding a new position that would do that for me,” Dlugokienski said.

Personal Growth I set, just as I built on the foundation of student life. I hope to continue to learn and grow, and continue to challenged in my work, continue to build my work. “I enjoy that I have had the experience and becomes a focus on innovative, creative and student-centered programming,” Dlugokienski said. “I want to continue to be comfortable with someone else. I know it’s time to move to other college accounts—move to other college accounts.)

For me, at this point, that meant that the Forester Five continues to be an office partnerships, to new services and programming efforts to campus...